Jerzy Plonka

DECOMPOSITIONS OF SOME GRAPHS INTO THE SUMS OF PARTIALLY ORDERED SYSTEMS OF SUBGRAPHS
By a graph we shall mean a pair G = (V(G),E(G)),
where V(G) is a non-empty set, finite or infinite, called the set of vertices of G, and E(G) is a set of non-empty at most two-element subsets of called the set of edges. We shall write V instead of V(G) and E instead of E{G) if there is no danger of confusion. If e € E(G) and |e| = 1 then e is a loop. G is simple if E(G) does not contain loops. If Vo C V{G) then we shall denote by (Vo) the subgraph induced by Vo in G.
In [1] a construction of graphs was defined called the sum of a partially ordered system of graphs, or briefly the sum of a posystem of graphs; in Section 1 we recall this definition and some its properties.
Similar constructions based on semilattices were considered for graphs e.g. in [2] and for algebras in [3] , [4] and [5] .
In Section 2 we give some necessary and sufficient conditions under which a graph can be decomposed into the sum of a posystem of its two subgraphs.
In Section 3 we introduce the notion of a decomposition of a graph into the sums of partially ordered systems of subgraphs -as the class of all isomorphic decomposing posystems of a graph. As an illustration of this notion will show that a wheel W n is decomposable iff n = 4 and then it has exactly two decompositions.
In Section 4 we define the notion of a connected decomposition of a graph and we prove that: a finite path of length at least 2 has exactly one connected decomposition, an infinite open path has exactly one connected decomposition, a simple cycle having 3k elements (k > 1) has exactly one connected decomposition.
In Section 5 we give necessary and sufficient conditions under which the sum of a posystem of connected graphs is a connected graph. We also prove that for every posystem of graphs there exists a posystem of connected graphs such that sums of both posystems coincide.
Preliminaries
By a partially ordered system or briefly by a posystem of graphs we mean a triple P = ((/; <), {^¿}«,je/,«<j) satisfying the following three conditions: (iv) i < j and {/i^(tt),v} € Ej or j < i and {u, G Ei
The construction S(P) is called the sum of the partially ordered system P or briefly the sum of the posystem P of graphs. If i € / and v € Vi then we shall write i(v) = i.
It was proved in [1] 
We say that a graph G is decomposable into the sum of a posystem P of its subgraphs if G = S(P), where P is a posystem of its induced subgraphs Gi and |/| > 1. In this case P will be called a decomposing posystem of G.
The following four lemmas were proved in [1] under the assumptions that a graph G = (V, E) is simple, connected and decomposable into the sum of a posystem In fact, denote by G\ a fixed component of G, by G 2 -the subgraph G\G\ and put P = (({1,2};{(1,1),(2,2)}), {Gi,G 2 },{h\,h\}) where h\ is the identity map on V(Gi) (i = 1,2). Then G -S(P).
The situation changes if G is connected. In fact, a path of length 4 is decomposable into the sum of a posystem of its three subgraphs (see Th. 1 from [1] ), but using Lemmas 1-4, one can prove that it is not decomposable into the sum of a posystem of its two subgraphs. However we have By (iv) it must be 1 < 2 or 2 < 1. Assume 1 < 2, the other case is dual and implies (c 2 ). We show that for v G V\ it is enough to put v* = h\{v), to get (cj).
In fact, if u G Vi and
<=. Assume (c x ) and put I = {1,2}; <= {(1,1), (1,2), (2,2)}, G x = (Vj), G2 = (V 2 ) and define the mapping h\ : V\ -> V 2 putting for v G V\ h\{v) = v*, where v* is a fixed vertex satisfying (ci). We show that h\ is a homomorphism of G\ into G 2 . In fact, let {u, u} G E(G\). So u G r{v) and by (c x ), u G r(v*).
Hence v* G r(u) and again by (ci) v* G r(u*). This implies {/ii(v), /if(ti)} G E((j2)-Condition (iv) follows directly from (ci) and by (ci), E = E s . If (c 2 ) holds then the proof is dual. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a connected graph. G is decomposable into the sum of a posystem of two its subgraphs where one of them is 1 -element iff one of the following conditions holds:
(d x ) There exists v,v' € V(G) such that v ^ v', r(v) C P(v') and (r(v')n(v\{v}))c(r(v)n(v\{v})) ;
(d 2 ) |V(G)| > 1 and there exists v 0 € V(G) such that r(v 0 ) = V(G).
Proof. To prove the sufficiency of (dj), put Vj = {v}, V 2 = V\ {v} and use (ci). To prove the sufficiency of (d 2 ) put Vi = V(G) \ {vo}> Vi -{vo} and use (ci) and (iv). The necessity is obvious by Theorem 1.
EXAMPLE. Every star S n =
{{*><>, viM^M»---..., {«o, t>n}}) for n > 1 is decomposable.
This follows at once from (di).
Decomposition of a graph
Recall that a wheel is a graph of the form W n -({«o> However we do not want to consider decomposing posystems Pi and P 2 to be essentially different since if we cancel the labels of vertices and the sings Gi,G 2> G;,G£ and h\,h'\ in Fig. 1 and 2 we obtain the same scheme. The last remarks lead to the notion of a decomposition of a graph defined below.
^Let P = ((/;<), {G i } ieIi {hi} i j er ,i<j)
and P = ((7; <), {G k } kel , {^fclfc rg7Jt<r) P os y s tems of graph. We shall say that P and P are isomorphic if there exist bijections /:/-•/, where v?« : V(Gi) -• V(G/(i)) such that / is an isomorphism of (I; <) and (7; <), <p< is an isomorphism of Gi and (?/(,•) and for each u,v € jj V{Gi) we have:
We have (vii) If P and P are two isomorphic posystems of graphs then the graphs S(P) and S(P) are isomorphic.
In fact, the mapping ifr = U<g/V» ¡ s an isomorphism of S(P) onto S(P). The converse of (vii) is not true. For example a 4-element cycle has two non-isomorphic decomposing posystems (see Fig. 3 .). Let P be a decomposing posystem of a graph G. The class of all decomposing posystems of G isomorphic to P will be called a decomposition of G induced by P and will be denoted by [P] .
Obviously, posystems Pi and P-i (see Fig. 1 . and 2.) are isomorphic. Hence W4 has a decomposition [Pi] . Another decomposition of W4 is [P3] (see Fig. 4 .). Arguing as above we conclude that 4.1. and 4.3. leads to a contradiction, in case 4.2. P is isomorphic to P 3 and in 4.4. P is isomorphic to Pi.
Let us observe that if we assume i(vk) = i instead of i(v 1) = i and ¿(u(fc-l-i) (mod n)) =: j then in every case we obtain decomposing posystems isomorphic to Pi or to P3. This completes the proof.
Connected decompositions of graphs
There are graphs having the unique decomposition. For example, a 3-element path D3 has the unique decomposition. The path D\ has two different decompositions induced by decomposing posystems in Fig. 5 . and 6. Observe that the subgraph G\ in Fig. 6 . is not connected. In the next theorems we shall see that the connectivity has an essential meaning in studing graphs with unique decompositions.
A decomposing posystem P = ((/; <), {G.J.gj, (M}«,jei,«<i) of a graph G will be called to be connected if each of the subgraphs G{ is connected.
A decomposition of a graph G will be called connected if it is induced by connected decomposing posystem.
Before we study connected decompositions of graphs, we need some lemmas.
We say that j covers i in (/; <) if i < j and for every k£l\ii<k<j then k = i or k = j. LEMMA 
Let G be a simple connected graph where |V(G)| > 1, deg(v) < 2 for each v G V{G). If G is decomposable into the sum of a posystem P, i < m for some i,m £ I and m is maximal in I then m covers i and i is minimal in I.
Proof. Let u G Vi. By Lemma 4, {/^(u), v} G E m for some v ± h?(u). Assume i < k < m and put h$(u) = z. Then hf(z) = hf(h!f(u)) = h^(u). Hence {h%(z),v} G E m and by (iv) {z,v} G E s . Thus deg(v) > 3 -a contradiction.
Assume j < i. Then j <m and m covers j, so j = i.
LEMMA 6. IfG is a simple connected graph, |V(G)| > 1, deg(v) < 2 for every v G V{G), G is not a 4-element cycle and G is decomposable into the sum of a posystem P then we have: (ei) For every v G V(G), i(v) is either maximal or minimal in I; ( e 2) If f or some v G V(G), i(v) is minimal in I and {?>,«} G E s then i(u) is maximal in I and i(v) < i(u); ( e 3) Vf or some v G V(G), i(v) is maximal in I then there exists unique u € V{G) such that i(u) = i(v) and G Ei( u )-Moreover if {z, v} G E s for some z ji u then i(z) < i(v) and i(z) is minimal in /;
( e 4) U € Em for some maximal m and {z,u} € E s , z ^ v then i(z) < m and h™zj(z) = v.
Proof, (ei). Since G is connected so there exists u € V(G) with {«, v} € E s . If i(v) is not maximal then, by Lemma 1 and (iv), i(u) is maximal and ¿(v) < ¿(ti). Then, by Lemma 5, i(v It was proved in [1] that (viii) Every finite path Dn for n > 2 is decomposable (see Fig. 7 . 8. and 9.). n = 3Jfc, (k > 0) Proof. We have three cases:
Case (a). Let P be a decomposing posystem of D^k-We shall show that P is isomorphic to the decomposing posystem in Obviously all r s are incomparable as being maximal and all p s are incomparable as being minimal. Now put f(p 3 ) = i 3 , f(r 3 ) = j 3 , s = 1,..., k, define all <p Pi and ¡p Tt to be identity maps and we get the conclusion that P is isomorphic to the decomposing posystem in Fig. 7 .
In case 2°, using Lemma 6, we show that P is of the form in Fig. 10 however it is isomorphic to the decomposing posystem in Fig. 7 . Consider case (b). If we assume i(vy) to be minimal in I then, by Lemma 6, we shall show that P is isomorphic to the decomposing posystem in Figure 8 . If we assume i(vi) to be maximal then we get a contradiction with (e3). In fact, arguing as in case (a) we conclude that Vi(t, 3t+1 ) contains only one vertex t>3fc+i and t'( v 3fc+i) is maximal in I. Case (c). If i(vi) is maximal then, by Lemma 6, we show that P is isomorphic to the posystem in Fig. 9 . If i(vi) is minimal then we get a contradiction with (C3) similar to that in case (b). This completes the proof.
It was proved in [1] that a cycle C n is decomposable iff n = 4 or n = 3k,
THEOREM 4. A cycle C4 has exactly two decompositions both being connected and a cycle CM (k > 1) has exactly one connected decomposition.
Proof. The reader can easily check that every decomposing posystem of C\ is isomorphic to one of these in Fig. 3 . Arguing similarily as in the proof of theorem 3 we can show that every connected decomposing posystem of C$k is isomorphic to that in Fig. 8 . for «3^+1 = v\, ik+i = ¿1 and k > 1. ) is a well defined posystem of graphs and S(P) = S(P C ). The definition of < c does not depend on a choice of u. In fact, if u' G V mi then there is a path u = t>i,..., v n = u' in C mi connecting u and u' in C mi . Since h,*? is a homo-morphism so the sequence = h'^vi),..., h'?(v n ) = /i^(u') connects h\*(u) and h^u') in C m2 . Thus h\*(u') 6 V m3 since C m3 is a component of Gi 2 . Condition (i) for P c follows from the fact that P satisfies (i) and (iii). Obviously all V m are pairwise disjoint so P c satisfies (ii). Similarily (iii) for P 0 follows from (iii) for P. Finally from (iv) for P it follows (iv) for P c and it follows that {«, v} is an edge in S(P C ) iff {ti, v} is an edge in S(P). This completes the proof.
